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ABSTRACT 

The study entitled "Effectiveness of Reward on Mathematics Achievement of 

Grade III Students" is an attempt to study the effectiveness of reward on students’ 

achievement. It was conducted in Rasuwa district involving 17 students in 

experimental group and 15 students in control group. The study had two purpose: one 

is to analyze the effect of reward on mathematics achievement of grade III students 

and second is to gain an insight into the students’ participation in learning during 

experiment. 

This study used pre-test post-test non-equivalent group design and data was 

collected through experiment done providing one group with reward and another 

without reward by conducting the experiment for three weeks duration. Open-ended 

interview and classroom observation, where also taken for qualitative data. 

Achievement test papers, open-ended questions for interview, checklist and rating 

form for observation were main tools of this study. The t-value was calculated from 

the scores of achievement test to find the significance difference between two mean 

scores of pre-test and post-test and the information from interview and observation 

were analyzed using qualitative techniques.  

It is concluded that psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward play effective 

role to increase students' achievement scores and practice of reward creates positive 

consequences such as increasing students' involvement, punctuation and appropriate 

changes in students' activities and work habits.  
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Study 

Rewards as an appropriate and effective way to manage behaviour in the 

elementary classroom. It induces learning approach, behaviour and feeling of positive 

emotion. The reward system as a collection of brain structures that attempts to 

regulate and control behaviour by inducing pleasurable efforts. Rewards are important 

for building a predictable, positive social culture in a school and effective, important 

and functional part of any educational context. Rewards are especially important for 

helping motivate a child to build early competence with reading, writing or social 

skills. Rewards have a greater role increasing and maintaining quality of education. It 

is an important concept to consider in primary level because reward provides positive 

input to children with a great deal to improve teaching/learning activities. Rewards 

are given for participation in an activity. They are effective when they are delivered in 

ways that provide students with informative feedback about their performance. 

Reward seeks to influence conduct favourably by associating a pleasant feeling with 

the desire act. “A reward means something given to one person by another person or 

group which brings pleasure or satisfaction to the recipient. When student is rewarded 

immediately after some behaviour and know that the reward is given for the 

behaviour, to be strengthened. That is the behaviour is likely to recur when the 

situation is appropriate. Also, if a reward is promised for similar behavior, the 

probability is increased that the student will try to produce the desired behaviour 

again” Herbert and Richard (1971). 
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Teacher can offer different forms of reward system to his/her students such as 

praise, token reward, tangible and activity reward, symbolic reward etc. Selecting the 

right type, level and form of rewards to encourage student is a competence developed 

over time. Reward should be replaced with teaching that is focused on the intrinsic 

motivation of the students. Reward is the thing that is given to the students for their 

splendid deeds. “Rewards may be symbolic (gold star, medals or honor rolls), 

materials (a piece of candy, a sum of money or the right to participate in the student 

activities or to hold office) or psychological (knowledge of progress, recognition of 

adequanly or growth toward adequacy)” Hill (1965). Rewards, by ensuring safety, 

indicating esteem and leading to belongingness have their place in motivating the 

pupil an area of knowledge. Because contact is required to build an interest in an 

activity, idea or person, rewards are recommendable in the role of teaching/learning. 

“Rewards provide incentive for healthy emulation among individuals and group of 

individuals”,(Agrawal, 2005) .When one is rewarded for the work s/he has performed, 

it is sure that it makes one happy and another is likely to be motivated towards the 

learning in the name of getting reward as well. Agrawal further says “It gives 

happiness to the parents when their children gets prize. They encourage their children 

to put in all the more labour.” 

The effective learning depends upon the proper teaching /learning way which 

motivates the learners to learn through active participation. Reward activities are the 

main way to motivate the learners in classroom activities and it helps shaping of 

behaviour, finding out individual difference, confirming the behaviour, providing 

feedback and developing personality. The addition of reward in the instructional 

process is intended to achieve two major purposes: to motivate students towards 
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teaching/learning activities and secondly to help pupil develop effective learning and 

working habits.  “The person might be presented with a number of paired associates 

to study and told for each one how much money he will receive if he can remember 

that pairing on a later cued recall test. In such a situation, recall will vary directly with 

the expected pay off for remembering a given items. However, it appears likely that 

this is largely due to more rehearsal time allotted by the subject to the high-pay off 

items to the determined of the low-pay off ones” Hilgard (1977, p.48). Reward helps 

to pupil become a better learner and producer to encouraging pupils to improve their 

knowledge and skill through learning. It provides the necessary feedback with 

constructive comments and suggestions where it may improve and acknowledgement 

of learning and thinking. Rewards allow students to learn in joyful atmosphere. 

Especially in primary level, reward has been valuable to motive students. 

Mathematics which was created with human need has been dynamic side and 

important component of every moment of life. But most of the students realize that 

mathematics is very difficult subject and it is very challenging that how can we 

motivate students to learn the mathematics meaningfully. Here, reward is one of the 

best remedial measures to motivate the students in teaching/learning activities. So, in 

the mathematics classroom, reward helps to encourage appropriate behaviour and 

build the skill fluency needed to attain the natural benefit of skill. Grade III is the 

beginning step of formal education and considers it as vital role to promotion of 

overall development. The beginning education has traditionally attempted to prepared 

children for their future social roles by teaching mathematic as a tool for solving 

practical problem. Nowadays, the aim of mathematics teaching is not only to develop 

mathematical competence but also communication is competence on the part of 
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learning (Parajuli and Subedi, 2001). There are several factors which affect student’s 

achievement. Some of the factors are students, teachers, school, peer group, interest 

and aptitude, environment, reward, punishment etc. The reward is one of the 

important factors which directly and indirectly effect on the achievement of students. 

Reward is strong weapon for motivation and gives the realistic picture on practice. So, 

the idea of reward in classroom teaching is an important concept for effective 

teaching and learning in the beginning of the school year. 

Motivation, Reward and Reinforcement 

Motivation is commonly thought of as inner drive, impulse, emotion or desire 

that moves one to particular action. Motivation is something that can, like self-esteem, 

be global, situational or task oriented. It also typically examined in terms of the 

intrinsic and extrinsic orientation of the learners. Those who learn for their own self 

perceived needs and goals are intrinsically oriented and those who pursue a goal only 

to receive an external reward from someone else are extrinsically motivated.  

“Intrinsically motivated activities are ones for which there is no apparent reward 

except the activity itself. People seem to engage in the activities for their own and not 

because they lead to an extrinsic reward. Intrinsically motivated behaviours are aimed 

of bringing about certain internally rewarding consequences, namely: feelings of 

competence and self-determination” Edward (1975, p.23)."Motivation is the desire to 

achieve beyond expectations, being driven by internal rather than external factors, and 

to be involved in a continuous striving for improvement" (Torrington, Hall, Taylor 

and Atkinson, 2009, p.276). 

The contrary, extrinsically motivated behaviours are carried out in anticipation 

of reward from outside and beyond the self. Typical extrinsic rewards are prize, 
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grades and certain types of feedback: positive feedback. But reward and 

reinforcement are the motivating factors in the learning process. "Reward is the 

benefits that arise from performing a task, rendering a service or discharging a 

responsibility" (Pittas, 1995, p.11). 

Reinforcement may positive and negative which may use to change the 

behaviours of learners. Reward is a part of reinforcement which is always positive and 

doing the act as positively. 

Thus, we can now easily claim that motivation is inner drive, impulse or 

emotion but reward and reinforcement are motivating factor. Furthermore, reward 

reinforcement is a type of motivation: extrinsic motivation. 

Statement of the Problem 

The idea of reward is an important concept to consider in teaching/learning 

activities because reward provides positive input to children with a great deal to 

improve teaching/learning activities. Nowadays, the importance of mathematics is 

increasing day by day and it is being essential in school level but the students are less 

success on it due to less interest on mathematics. Therefore, it is being challenge for 

teachers and parents to raise the interest towards mathematics and teach it effectively 

and efficiently. It can be done through different factors such as remain positive, 

providing opportunity for success, providing effective method etc. These are related 

to reward. Reward is an important factor to motivate students and continues to 

flourish its effectiveness. However, despite the central role of reward is to enhance 

teaching/learning process, it has not been implemented effectively. So, this study is 

concerned with the effectiveness of reward on mathematics achievement of students 

of grade III.  
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The following research questions were answer in this study.  

 Does the reward have any effect on mathematics achievement of 

students? 

 Does students' participation and engagement increase during experiment? 

Significance of the Study 

Mathematics is an essential part of school curriculum. So, it is taught as 

compulsory subject at school level. National Educational System Plan has emphasized 

in making the mathematics teaching life oriented. But mathematics is still considered 

as a complex subject in the view of students and their parents. Most of the students 

fail in the exam due to the cause of mathematics. In such case, it is very difficult that 

how to teach mathematics meaningfully and how can we motivate the students to 

learn the mathematics meaningfully. Students’ lack of motivation is a serious issue 

that many educators face. A student who is not academically motivated may 

experience lower achievement level. 

Reward is one of the most essential factors to motivate students for 

teaching/learning activities. It is useful to conduct research concerning reward and its 

effects on mathematics achievement. Reward is the primary requirement for effective 

teaching of mathematics. So, the research inspires by this issue and wants to precede 

forward this study. Mainly the significance of this study are as follows: 

 This study is useful for teachers to use reward in teaching mathematics. 

 The study reveals the information about the achievement level of 

students by with and without using reward in teaching mathematics. 
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 This study helps for teachers to bring appropriates changes in 

teaching/learning activities. 

 This study supports and gives the guidance to improve 

teaching/learning activities. 

Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study were as follows: 

 To analyze the effect of reward in mathematics achievement of grade 

III students. 

 To gain an insight into the student’s participation in learning while 

using reward. 

Hypothesis of the Study 

Researcher had formulated hypotheses to conduct the research. Hypotheses are 

used in research to predict the result before a study. It means hypotheses are 

assumption or guesses about the population involved. Such assumptions may or may 

not be true. This is an experimental study. So, the researcher had used hypotheses 

instead of research questions. The research hypothesis and statistical hypothesis were 

as follows: 

Research Hypothesis 

In this study researcher hypothesized that the independent variable (psycho-

symbolic reward with verbal reward) caused no change in dependent variable 

(Achievement score in mathematics). 

Statistical Hypothesis 
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H0: 21   (Null Hypothesis) 

H1: 21   (Alternative Hypothesis) 

Where, 
1 and 

2 are the mean achievement scores of students taught by using reward 

and that of not using reward in teaching mathematics respectively. 

Delimitations of the Study 

Any study cannot cover all the fields. Each of them has some delimitation. 

The study also has some delimitations which were as follows: 

 The study was conducted for the grade III students in public schools of 

Dhaibung VDC of Rasuwa district. 

 The study was consisted the experiment of three weeks duration. 

 Students’ scores in achievement test were obtained from achievement 

test made by the researcher. 

 The study was depended on psycho-symbolic reward such as red star, 

red fish, green star and green fish with verbal reward. 

Operational Definition of the Terms 

Effectiveness 

Effectiveness is the capacity of producing a desired result such as achievement 

score, behaviours and participation of students in teaching/learning process. 

Achievement Test 

The test conducted by the researcher to test knowledge, comprehensive and 

skill of students on mathematics 

Achievement Scores 
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Achievement scores are defined in terms of scores obtained by the students on 

mathematics test constructed by the researcher. 

Experimental Group 

A group of students which is taught by using reward in termed as experimental 

group. 

Control Group 

A group of students which is taught without using reward is termed as control 

group. 

Pre-test 

Pre-test is a test which measures the student's achievement before 

implementation of experiment.  

Post-test 

Post-test is a test which measures the student's achievement after 

implementing the experiment. 

Psycho-symbolic Reward 

Psycho-symbolic reward is defined as the symbol to motivate and encourage 

the student's learning, such rewards are red star (for those students who complete and 

correct 100% of the given task.), red fish (for those students who complete and correct 

above 90% of the given tasks), green star (for those students who complete and 

correct above 60% of the given tasks) green fish (for those students who complete and 

correct below 60% of the given tasks). 

Verbal Reward 
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Verbal reward is the most common form of rewards that teacher compliments 

students when they behave in a way that is positive such as excellent, very good, 

good, not good etc. 

Participation 

The involvement of students', punctuation, students' activities and students' 

work habits during teaching/learning process is termed as participation.  

Chapter II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Literature Review 

A review of related literature is source of the further study of research task. It 

helps to conduct the research programs and gives the better idea of a surveying in the 

research hypothesis. Then it guides towards the conclusion. This chapter focuses on 

the findings of previous researches which help to examine the effectiveness of reward 

on mathematics achievement. Some small-scale researches done in Nepal will also be 

discussed besides those found in other countries. 

Tolman's association M.H. Elliot (1928) conducted experiment on reward 

expectancy learning which means that the learner comes to anticipate the presence of 

a reward and if that reward is withheld or changed, behavior is disrupted. Elliot 

selected two equally angry groups of rats and trained them to find a reward of 

branmash and sunflower seed in 'T' maze. The branmash groups were called 

experimental group and the sunflower seed was called control groups. This training 

continued for nine days and on 10
th

 day sunflower seed was substituted for branmash. 

The experimental groups which expected branmash committed more errors and 
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learning was distributed. The hypothesis is that animals had come to expect branmash 

more desirable reward but when their expectation was not confirmed, behavior was 

disrupted. This study shows that the importance of reward expectancy as a factor in 

learning and it helps to select the design of present study. 

Bandura and Waltes (1953) state that disciplinary techniques differ in their 

emphasis on the reward and punishment components when for examples the emphasis 

is almost usually on the with holding or with drawing a love, the technique 

emphasizes the reward component. Bandura and Richard Walters suggest that 

disciplinary techniques should emphasize rewards which are with drawn and withheld 

until the child complies with adult demands or make restitution. 

 Amatya (1978) did a research entitled 'A study of the Effectiveness of 

Teaching mathematics with and without the use of instructional materials', with the 

aim to find out whether instructional materials were helpful to develop the 

mathematical concepts and measure the difference in concept development among 

students in the experimental and control group of grade III. Sixty students from 

Lalitpur Nagar Panchyat were selected for sample. 30 students in the experimental 

groups were randomly selected from section A by the process of alternative sampling 

and thirty from section B by the similar process as experimental group. Then 

experimental group was taught without the use of instructional materials was taken as 

treatment after the experiment. The conclusion was that the performance of the 

students taught with the use of instructional materials was significantly improved 

when compared with the performance of the students taught without the use of 

instructional materials. 
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Gamson (1983) pointed out that reward systems send a powerful signal to the 

external actors  about what an institution has been, is now, and wants to be. Reward 

systems present an opportunity for an institution to the differentiate itself from other 

institutions, to mark itself as unique.  

Bandura (1988) challenged that how reward effects motivation. It is not the 

reward itself that is important, but rather the individual's belief about the 

consequences of behavior. Based on personal experiences and observation of model, 

people developed leaps about likely outcomes of actions. Reward is motivational 

because people expect that in a given fashion will be rewarded. This belief coupled 

with perceived importance or value of the rewards, leads people to act in ways the 

belief will result in reward attainment. 

 Yuk-Wah (1995) studied on “Rewards and punishments in school: A study of 

their effectiveness as perceived by secondary school students and their teachers.” The 

study aimed to investigate the perception of the effectiveness of reward and 

punishments of students and teachers in secondary schools. The questionnaire 

developed by R.E. Caffyn in 1987 for a study in U.K. was borrowed and adapted as 

the instrument in this study. The adapted questionnaire was translated into Chinese 

and was administered to 302 students and 85 teachers in 8 subsidized schools. 

Findings indicated that rewards were perceived as effective significantly more than 

punishment. 

Upadhyay (2001) completed his dissertation on "Effect on Constuctivism on 

Mathematics Achievement of Grade-V students in Nepal." The aim of the research 

was to adopt and advocate constructivism in classroom working on the sample size of 

hundred eight students. From four schools involving two control and two 
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experimental groups, the research found the possibility of constructivism in Nepalese 

schools with significant difference in achievement that of students in favor of teaching 

method based on constructivist approach than conventional method of teaching.  

 Pokhrel (2007) Studied on the "Effect of Reward on Mathematics 

Achievement of Primary Level at Grade Three in Transitive Reward". The study 

based on, to confirm that the place of rewarding activities in teaching mathematics 

and to find out the achievement of the students taught by using rewards and without 

using rewards. In order to fulfill the objectives of this study, the researcher selected 

the Pretest-posttest equivalent group design and 150 sample of students from two 

public schools of Tanahun district involving experimental and control group. The 

experiment was conducted for two weeks duration. The conclusion was that the 

achievement of the students taught by using reward is better than the achievement of 

the students taught without using reward in teaching mathematics. So, the rewarding 

activities must be appropriate in teaching mathematics. This study helps to choose the 

topic and determined the objectives of the present study.  

 Neumann (2009) contends that reward systems as a set of interconnected and 

interacting elements that work together to regard, their contributions presents a 

broader perspective that the simple exchange of favor and disfavor for particular acts.  

 Drexler (2010) did a research entitled “Teacher’s attitudes about Reward 

System in the classroom.” A convenience sample of teachers was chosen from two 

suburban elementary schools of western New York. Results indicated that all teachers 

in the sample use some kind of reward in their classroom. The majority of teachers 

thought that research can help to increase participation and academic achievement. 
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 Kharel (2012) did a study on “Practice of Reward in the ELT classroom.” 

Hundred and twenty students and ten teachers of private schools from Tulsipur 

municipality of Dang district were selected for sample. The study was based on data 

analysis of the responses obtained from the respondents, classroom observation and 

experiment done providing one group with reward and another without reward. It 

concluded that practice of reward brings positive consequences in the 

teaching/learning process. 

 The above studies have been done to find out the achievement in mathematics 

affected by variables such as teaching method, use of instrumental materials, use of 

transitive reward etc. But no studies have mentioned about effectiveness of reward on 

mathematics achievement of grade III. So, present study aims to find out the 

effectiveness of reward on mathematics achievement of grade III. 

Theoretical Framework 

Theoretical framework sets up a road map which will guide the investigation. 

The Classical Conditioning Theory by Ivan Pavlov had supported for this study. 

Pavlov used the reward system by rewarding dogs with food after they had heard a 

bell. Pavlov rewarded the dogs so that the dogs associated food, the reward, with the 

bell. Edward L. Thorndike (1874-1949) used the reward system in order to study 

operant conditioning. He began by putting cats in a puzzle box and placing food 

outside of the box so that the cat will want to escape. The cats worked to get out of the 

puzzle box to get to the food. Although the cats ate the food after they escaped the 

box, Thorndike learned that the cats attempted to escape the box without the reward 

of food. Thorndike used the rewards of food and freedom in order to stimulate the 

reward system of the cats. Thorndike used this in order to see how the cats learned to 
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escape from the box. In a fundamental discovery made in 1954, researchers James 

Olds and Peter Milner discovered while trying to teach rats to solve problems and run 

mazes, stimulation of certain regions of the brain, where the stimulation was found 

seemed to give pleasure to the animals. They tried the same things with humans and 

the results were similar. From the above theories, behaviours which are rewarded, 

often repeated and these behaviours that are not rewarded are less likely to occur in 

the future. This law of effect had taken part in this study. i.e. relationship between 

psycho-symbolic reward and achievement scores.  

Conceptual Framework 

 From the above theoretical framework, the researcher had conceptualized the 

idea for research work. The researcher had given Psycho-symbolic reward with verbal 

reward to the grade III students to examine its effects on mathematics achievement. 

The Conceptual framework specifies direct relationship between reward and many 

other variables like achievement score, behavior and qualification of teacher, subject 

matter, evaluation applied, length of the experiment, school's facilities, maturation of 

students teaching methods etc. The researcher depicted the relationships among them 

variables as shown in the diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dependent Variable 

 Achievement score in mathematics  

Independent Variable  

 Method of instruction used with 

reward  

 

Extraneous Variables 

 Teachers' behavior and qualification  

 Subject matter 

 Evaluation applied 

 Lengths of the experiment   

 Schools facilities 

 Maturation of students 

 Teaching Methods  
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Fig No.1. Conceptual Framework of Relationship Among Reward, Achievement 

Scores and Extraneous Variables. 

Fig. 1.shows that researcher had examined the relationship between Psycho-

symbolic reward with verbal reward and mathematics achievement. During the 

experimentation, some possible extraneous variables which may affect on the such as 

experiment teacher’s behaviour and qualification, subject matter, evaluation applied, 

length of the experiment, schools’ facilities, maturation of  students, teaching methods 

etc. were controlled by the special procedures.  
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Chapter III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 

This chapter presents the method and processes related to the study under the 

different headings which was used to achieve the objectives of the study. In this chapter, 

design of the study, procedure for selection of sample, intervention, variables study, 

method of experiment, construction of episodes, Data collection tools, validity/reliability 

of the tools, data collection and data analysis procedures are presented. 

Design of the Study 

This is an experimental study. A pre-test post-test non-equivalent group design 

was adopted for the purpose of this study. Any prior differences between the groups 

may affect the outcomes of the study. In the study, sample schools may differ in 

various aspects such as school’s economic status, facilities of the technology, 

student’s background, gender differences, exceptional children, teacher’s qualification 

etc. So, the researcher had followed non-equivalent group design. The design of the 

study was as follows: 

Table No.1 

Design of the study 

Group Pre-test Treatment Post-test 

E T1 X T2 

C '
1T  — '

2T  

Where, 

E = Experimental Group, C = Control Group, X = Treatment given to the 

experimental group, — = Treatment not given to the control group, T1 = Pre-test 
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given to the experimental group, T2 = Post-test given to the experimental group, '
1T  = 

Pre-test given to the control group, '
2T  = Post-test given to the control group. 

 To fulfill the objectives of the study, two groups of students was formed from 

two different schools known as experimental and control group. The experimental 

group of students was taught regularly using reward (known as treatment) but the 

control group of students was taught regularly without using reward (without 

treatment). At the end of the experimentation time, an achievement test was 

conducted to both groups and their scores were compared. 

Study Area 

 The study had covered the public schools of Dhaibung VDC of Rasuwa 

district. The major emphasis of this study was to revolve around reward system being 

used by teacher and student’s achievement of grade III students of Dhaibung VDC of 

Rasuwa district. 

Formation of Control Group and Experimental Group 

This is an experimental study. The main purpose of this study was to examine 

the effectiveness of reward on mathematics achievement. As mentioned in design, this 

study was consisted two non-equivalent groups of students. For making two non-

equivalent groups of students, the researcher visited all (seven) public schools of 

Dhaibung VDC and analyzed the final exam score at grade II. The researcher found 

Shree Manakamana Primary (SMP) and Shree Bachchhala Devi Primary (SBDP) 

schools were almost similar in socio-economic status, school grading, facilities of 

technology and number of students. In grade III, there were 19 students in SMP and 

18 students in (SBDP). The researcher identified the regular and irregular students 

with the help of class teacher and school register. Two student of SMP and three 
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students of SBDP were irregular. The researcher selected the 17 students of SMP and 

15 students of SBDP. A fair coin was tossed to choose experimental group and 

control group. The students of SMP and SBDP were decided to be experimental and 

control groups respectively. 

Intervention 

After the formulation of control and experimental groups, researcher 

manipulates of an independent variable that serves as an intervention. In this study, 

researcher had practiced psycho symbolic reward such as red star (for those students 

who complete and correct 100% of the given  tasks), red fish (for those student who 

complete and correct above 90% of the given tasks), green star (for those who 

complete and correct above 60% of the given tasks), green fish (for those who 

complete and correct below 60% of the given tasks) to the experimental group 

according to the participation in interaction, classwork, homework and their qualities. 

The verbal rewards such as excellent (for those who gets red star), very good and keep 

it up (who gets red fish, good and do more better (who get green star) and not good, 

do hard labour (who gets green fish) was used with psycho-symbolic reward to 

encourage the learners in classroom activities. Feedback was given for wrong solution 

for both groups. But no intervention was taken place in control group. 

Variables of the Study 

The variables are integral part of research design. The overall quality of 

research depends not only upon the appropriateness of the research design and 

sampling techniques but also on the variables of the study. The variables need to be 

defined. In this study, there were the following types of variables which affect the 

validity of experiment. 
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Independent Variable 

In this study, the independent variable which was manipulated by 

experimentation was method of instruction used with reward. 

Dependent Variable 

In this study, the dependent variable was achievement score in mathematics. 

Extraneous Variable 

The independent variables except reward which affects dependent variable are 

extraneous variables. The possible extraneous variables were teacher’s behaviour and 

qualification, subject matter, evaluation applied, length of the experiment, school’s 

facilities, maturation of students, teaching method etc. 

Method of Experiment 

This is a quasi-experimental research. So, it was carried out in the natural 

setting. Pre-test post-test comparison groups were made for experiment and 

manipulated independent variable (Psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward) for 

experimental group. Open-ended questions were asked for experimental group at the 

end of experiment and both groups were observed before as well as after the 

intervention to test if the intervention made any difference. 

Method of Construction of Episode 

This study was set up with three episodes. This study was started with 

identification of problem which was be sharpened by formulating hypothesis and 

deducting the consequences. In this study researcher hypothesized that the 
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independent variable (psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward) caused no change 

in dependent variable (Achievement score in mathematics).  

To test a hypothesis, a researcher controlled all possible conditions 

(extraneous variables) except the independent variable (psycho-symbolic reward with 

verbal reward) which was manipulated. The researcher observed what happened to the 

dependent variable (Achievement score in mathematics). For this, at the 

experimentation time, the researcher developed lesson plans based on rewards 

activities (phycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward) in the teaching/learning 

process for experimental group. The activities were designed in the form of activities 

that the teacher and students both have to do during the process of teaching/learning 

i.e. red star was given for those who complete and correct 100% of the given task, red 

fish for those who complete and correct above 90% of the given tasks, green star for 

those who complete and correct above 60% of the given tasks and green fish for those 

who complete and correct below 60% of the given tasks. The verbal rewards such as 

excellent, very good and keep it up, good, do more better, not good, do hard labour 

etc. were given with psycho-symbolic reward for positive performance of students.  

Finally, the researcher concluded that psycho-symbolic reward affect in 

mathematics achievement.  

Control of Extraneous Variables 

The extraneous variables such as teacher’s behaviour and qualification, subject 

matter, evaluation applied, length of the experiment, school’s facilities, student’s 

maturation, teaching method etc. may affect in the experiment. So, the researcher had 

controlled these variables by the special procedures. For this, the following exercises 

were done to control these variables. 
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Teacher Behaviour and Qualification 

To control the extraneous variables such as behaviour, personality, emotion 

and qualification of the teacher, the researcher herself taught both experimental and 

control groups. 

Subject Matter 

In both experimental and control groups, same content was taught from the 

same text book prescribed by government of Nepal. 

Evaluation Applied 

At the end of experiment, the same test (almost parallel with same difficulty 

level) was given to the experimental and control groups. The researcher herself 

marked the test papers of students. 

Length of the Experiment 

Researcher developed equal time duration to teach both experimental and 

control groups. Both groups were taught for three weeks duration by using psycho-

symbolic reward with verbal reward for experimental group and without using reward 

in control group. 

School’s Facilities 

Both schools were situated near to each other and almost similar in case of 

final exam result of students and school’s facilities. 

Student’s Maturation 

Students having the age between 7-9 and not having the regular extra class 

(tuition) of mathematic were selected in the sample. 
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Teaching Method 

Both experimental and control groups were taught by using inductive and 

problem solving method. 

Some Uncontrollable Variables in the Experiment 

Student’s Labour 

Students may labour more or less than expected by the researcher and self-

study of the students may affect in the result of research which is out of control. 

Student’s Home Environment 

Student’s home environment has great effect on student’s behaviour and 

attitude but it cannot be controlled by the researcher. 

Data Collection Tools and Techniques  

An achievement test paper was the main tool for data collection. The 

researcher had developed two types of test papers. Both test papers were made by 

keeping the concern of student’s level and abilities and almost parallel with same 

difficulty level. Each test paper was composed of 10 multiple choice questions, 8 

short questions and 6 long questions, matching items pertaining to combination of 

learning domain i.e. the test items measured knowledge, comprehensive and skill of 

the students. Researcher had also taken interview with students and observed their 

behaviour for data collection. 

Achievement Test Paper I 

The test paper was consisted with full marks 50 which was consisted 10 

multiple choice questions (each with 1 mark), 8 short questions (each with 2 marks), 6 
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long questions (each with 4 marks) based on the prescribed text book of mathematics 

for grade II. This paper was used for the grade III students of two public schools 

which were considered as experimental and control groups.  

Achievement Test Paper II 

The achievement test paper II was used for both experimental and control 

groups. The paper had contained same number of questions and carried same marks as 

in achievement test paper I which was based on the prescribed text book of 

mathematics for grade III. 

Interview 

Researcher uses interview to obtain a wide range of purposes. In this study, 

researcher had taken interview to the experimental group to determine the degree of 

students' satisfaction with reward. The researcher had asked the students five different 

open ended questions for collecting the data. The average time taken for an interview 

was 10 minutes. 

Observation 

The researcher observed carefully and recorded student’s behaviours in natural 

setting. The recordings such as students’ involvement, students’ activities , students’ 

punctuation, students’ work habit etc were made during instructional period. The 

researcher had observed both experimental and control groups. The variety of tools 

and techniques like rating form, checklist were developed to observe both typical and 

atypical behaviors and then the researcher interpreted the theme (which were taken 

from rating form and checklist) in descriptive way.  

Validity and Reliability of the Tools 
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To ascertain the validity of tools, the opinions of school’s subject teacher, 

head teacher and supervisor were sought. To establish the reliability of the tests, pilot 

studies were administered among 12 students of grade III at Shree Sundhara 

Secondary School which was not included in actual study. The reliability of pre-test 

and post-test were found 0.98 and 0.96 respectively (See Appendix B and E) which 

was obtained by using spearmen Brown split half method. 

Data Collection Procedures 

For the purpose of data collection in the study, the researcher had adopted 

three stages of experiment. 

Pre-Experimental Stage 

At pre-experimental stage, achievement test (Pre-test) was administered in 

grade III students of two public schools Shree Manakamana Primary (SMP) and Shree 

Bachachhala Devi Primary (SBDP). The pre-test scores were kept to compare with 

the score of post-test. Researcher observed the behaviours of students of both 

experimental and control groups. 

Experimental Stage 

In this stage, the experimental group of students was taught regularly in third 

period (11:35-12:20) and the control group was taught in second period (10:50-11:35) 

from Ashadh2
nd

 to Ashadh 25
th

. The experimental group was taught by using psycho-

symbolic reward with verbal reward but the control group was taught by traditionally. 

Both groups were taught by researcher herself. After three weeks instructional 

activities, achievement test was administered to both groups. The time was allotted to 

1.5 hrs. which was stipulated based on the calculation of average time taken by each 
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student in pilot testing of pre-test. At final of experiment, an open ended questions 

were administered to experimental group to perceive the opinion with reward and 

observed both groups to test if the reward made any difference. 

Post-Experimental Stage 

After the experimental stage, the researcher herself scored and the scores were 

tabulated for the analysis. 

Data Analysis Procedures 

Data Analysis is an important stage of the research process. In this study, the 

researcher had analyzed and interpreted the data by using statistical techniques. First 

of all, the researcher calculated the mean, variance and standard deviation of obtained 

marks on pre-test for both experimental and control groups. To test the significance 

difference between mean of the two groups, t-test was used at 0.05 level of 

significance by using the formula of polled variances as given at formula section. The 

researcher had also taken open-ended interview to the experimental group at the end 

of the experimentation and observed both groups at some lessons during 

experimentation. For interview responses, researcher coded all answers and 

categorized informations by classifying into meaningful analytical units based on 

themes and then interpreted the result in descriptive way. The same method was 

applied to observational informations which were obtained from checklist and rating 

form.  
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Chapter IV 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

 

Analysis and interpretation of the collected data is the most important part of 

the study. It deals with the statistical analysis and interpretation of data obtained form 

achievement scores as well as responses from interview and observation of the 

sampled students. Those data were analyzed by using mean variance, standard 

deviation and t-test of quantitative data and by making theme of qualitative data. 

Researcher had experimentally practiced the effectiveness of psycho-symbolic reward 

with verbal reward in the mathematics lesson at grade III. Researcher carried out the 

research in three weeks in each group i.e. experimental and control group, spending 

forty five minutes to each period to each group. Researcher had also taken interview 

for experimental group and observed both experimental and control groups while 

experimenting her intervention. The informations obtained from interview and 

observation were analyzed in descriptive way.  

Analysis and Interpretation of Achievement Scores of Experimental and Control 

Groups on Pre-test. 

An achievement test (pre-test) was administered in grade III students of two 

public schools: Shree Manakamana Primary school (SMP) and Shree Bachachhala 

Devi Primary School (SBDP) at pre-experimental stage. The test paper was based on 

the prescribed text book of mathematics for grade III with 50 full marks. Researcher 

herself marked the test papers of students. The statistical calculation such as mean, 

variance, standard deviation of the scores for experimental and control groups on the 

pre-test were calculated by using the statistical formulas and the scores are given in 
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Appendix H. The students’ mean achievement scores of experimental and control 

groups on pre-test be compared with the help of bar diagram as given below.  

Figure No. 2 

Bar Graph to show Achievement Scores on Pre-test 
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Figure 2.shows that the mean, variance and standard deviation of achievement 

scores obtained from experimental and control groups on pre-test. The mean scores of 

experimental and control group are 31.5 and 31.13 i.e. almost similar to each other. 

Also, the standard deviation of experimental and control groups are 5.22 and 5.06 

respectively. The difference between mean and standard deviation are 0.37 and 0.16. 

This indicates that there is no vast difference between mean and standard deviation of 

both groups.  

The researcher had also calculated t-value of the scores for experimental and 

control groups at 0.05% level of significance and t-test was done to test the 
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significance difference between the mean of two groups which is shown the following 

table.  

Table No. 2 

Analysis of Pre-test Result 

Groups N Mean Degree of 

freedom 

Level of 

significance 

Calculated 

value of t 

Remark  

Experimental 

Group 

17 31.53 30 0.05  

0.22 

Null 

hypothesis 

is accepted 
Control 

Group 

15 31.13 30 0.05 

 

In the above table, the mean achievement scores of experimental and control 

groups were 31.53 and 31.13 respectively over the full marks 50. The mean of 

experimental and control group appeared approximately equal. The two mean 

achievements of groups were compared. Statistically using t-test with two tailed, the 

calculated value of t is 0.22 that is less than the tabulated value 1.96 at 0.05 level of 

significance with degree of freedom 30. So, the null hypothesis must be accepted and 

conclude that there is no significant difference between mean achievements scores of 

experimental and control groups on pre-test. Therefore, both groups are similar in 

terms of their achievement scores.  

Analysis and Interpretation of Achievement Scores of Experimental and Control 

Groups After Experiment 

 The researcher had taken an achievement test (post-test) to both experimental 

and control groups after three weeks instructional activities with specified reward. 

The test paper was based on the prescribed text book of mathematics for grade III 
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with same number of questions and carried same marks as in the test paper of pre-test. 

The students’ mean achievement scores of both experimental and control groups on 

post-test be compared with the help of bar diagram.  

Figure No. 3 

Bar Graph of Pre-test and Post-test Scores of Experimental Group 
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Figure 3, shows the mean, variance and standard deviation scores obtained by 

the students of experimental group on pre-test and post-test. The mean scores of 

experimental group on pre-test and post-test are 31.53 and 39.29 respectively. The 

mean score of experimental group on post-test is greater than the mean score on pre-

test by 7.76. The variance and standard deviation on pre-test and post-test are 27.3, 

16.32 and 5.22, 4.04 respectively. The variance and standard deviation are decreased 

on post-test. This result indicates that the achievement score of experimental group on 

pos test is better than the achievement score on pre-test.  
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Fig. No. 4 

Bar Graph of Pre-test and Post-test Scores of Control Group 
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 Fig. 4 shows the mean, variance and standard deviation scores obtained by the 

students of control group on pre-test and post-test. The mean scores of control group 

on pre-test and post-test are 31.13 and 33.53 respectively. The mean score on post-test 

is greater than pre-test by 2.40. The variance and standard deviation are decreased on 

post-test.  

From the above data, the mean score of experimental group on post-test is 

increased by 7.76 than the mean score on pre-test. Similarly, the mean score of 

control group on post-test is greater than the mean score of pre-test by 2.40. It is seen 

that, there is no vast difference between the mean score of control group on pre-test 

and post-test. It may cause of teacher qualification, teaching method etc. But the 

difference between the mean scores of experimental group on pre-test and post-test is 
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large. So, it is clearly indicates that the mean score of experimental group is increased 

due to the manipulation of psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward.  

The researcher had also calculated the inferential statistical calculation t-test to 

judge the difference of mean scores of two groups. t-value of the scores for 

experimental and control groups on the post-test which is presented in table no.3 and 

the details scores are given in Appendix I.  

Table No. 3 

Analysis of Post-test Result 

Groups N Mean Degree of 

freedom 

Level of 

Significance 

Calculated 

value of t 

Remark  

Experimental 17 39.29 30 0.05 4.27 Null 

hypothesis is 

rejected Control 15 33.53 30 0.05 

 

Table No. 3 shows that the two mean of achievements scores of both groups 

were compared statistically using t-test with two tailed. The calculated value was t is 

4.27, that is greater than the tabulated value 1.96 at 0.05 level of significance with 

degree of freedom 30. So, the null hypothesis must be rejected and alternative 

hypothesis was accepted which concluded that there is significant difference between 

mean achievement scores of experimental and control groups on post-test. 

Thus, the researcher concluded that the achievement of grade III students, who 

were taught by using reward, was found significantly better than the students who 

were taught without using reward in mathematics. So the psycho-symbolic reward can 

play effective role to increase students achievement scores in mathematics.  
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Analysis and Interpretation of Data Obtained from Open-Ended Interview and 

Class Room Observation. 

The study had aimed for examining the effectiveness of reward on 

mathematics achievement and to gain an insight into students' participation in learning 

while using reward. 

The first purpose of this study was examined by calculating the t-values of 

mean scores for experimental and control groups. Likewise, the researcher had taken 

interview to the experimental group and observed the behaviours of the students of 

experimental and control groups to fulfill the second objective. Researcher asked five 

different open-ended questions (see Appendix G) to the students of experimental 

group for collecting the information regarding students’ views of the role of reward in 

primary level. The questions were formed to establish the students’ views with regard 

to the perception of the implementation of reward and the effect of reward on 

learner’s involvement and work habit. 

Researcher also observed the behaviours of students of both experimental and 

control groups at some lessons during experimentation of intervention by using task 

behavior checklist, checklist for observing work habits and rating from of class 

discussion (see Appendix F). The qualitative data obtained from interview and 

observation are analyzed by making themes under different heading such as students’ 

involvement, students’ activities, students’ punctuation and students’ work habits. 

Student’s Involvement 

 Involvement of students in classroom is participation of students in classroom 

activities where students are learning and listening to others' ideas and comments. It 

also includes short exchange between instructor and students, or within small group of 
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students. But in this study, the involvement of students in classroom was operationally 

defined as the number of present students in classroom. There is generally no single 

reason why some students are in varying degrees uninterested and unwilling to 

participate in classroom. Usually a combination of factors are responsible such as 

one-way communication of instructor, lack of specific classroom structure, students' 

home problem etc. Different approaches may effective to increase the involvement of 

students in classroom. In this study researcher had manipulated psycho-symbolic 

reward with verbal reward for the students of experimental group which has been a 

motivational factor for the regularity of students. The researcher had asked the open-

ended question related to this heading (given in Appendix G), the most frequently 

occurring responses were positive. To quote one of the respondent who said, "Yes, I 

like to come school regular to get red star." The majority of students had answered 

that they present regularly in classroom to get red star from their teacher. Researcher 

had also observed the involvement of students (See Appendix F) during her 

experimentation. During first observation time, the absent students of experimental 

and control groups were three and one respectively. At second observation, one 

student was absent in experimental group but all fifteen students were present in 

control group. But at third and forth observations, no students were absent in 

experimental group but number of absent students were increasing in control group. 

At fifth observation, all students out of total seventeen students were present in 

experimental group but four students were absent in control group.  

 Thus, it is concluded that here, psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward 

had been a motivational factor to encourage the students in learning activities, i.e., it 

increases the regularity of students in learning activities. To the extent that psycho-
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symbolic reward with verbal reward is allowed to operate, a high degree of 

involvement of students is possible.  

Student’s Activities 

 There are wide range of activities of students used both inside and outside the 

classroom that promote active learning. It is likely that if we are already used 

appropriate teaching/learning technique that helps students to engage actively in 

classroom activities. In this study, researcher had observed the activities done by 

students during her instructional periods. Researcher had observed the activities of 

students by using rating form of both experimental and control groups (given in 

Appendix F) to observe that psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward gave any 

positive changes in students' activities. From the data obtained from the rating form of 

class activities, students of experimental group were always actively engaged in their 

work. They were silent and listen to each other. In majority of the classes of 

experimental group, students were responding to their teacher's questions frequently 

and seen as active participant. They most often ask good questions and seeks to 

conclusion. Students of experimental group had most often explained their view 

towards the topic. But the students of control group were most often gossiping while 

the teacher was correcting their homework and classroom. The murmuring sound of 

the students was heard. Students were not actively engaged in their work and some 

students were ignoring their teacher's questions. They rarely asked the questions to 

their teacher.  

 Observation in classroom was carried out for the last five days of lectures, 

overall the observations result showed that the majority of students in experimental 

group were actively engaged in classroom activities than the students of control group 
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i.e. psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward occurred positive changes in students' 

activities.  

Student’s Punctuation and Enjoyment 

 The heading which deals with the punctuation of students while doing class 

work and related to the response of questions 2 and 3. The students had given the 

responses like feeling happy, satisfied, excited, heartful and enjoyment when they got 

red star. To quote one of the respondent who said, "I feel very happy when I get red 

star." None of the respondents were seem to be unhappy by red star provided by the 

teacher. So, the students of experimental group were more punctuation in every 

activities to get red star. Regarding to responses of question 2, one of the respondent 

said, "Yes, I complete my class work on time to get red star." Likewise, in the 

responses of students, researcher also found the same informations during observation 

obtained form the data of checklist for task behaviour (given in Appendix F).  

 Most of the students from experimental group were completed their work on 

time. At initial observation, most of the students from both experimental and control 

group were not completed their class work on time. Few students were outside the 

class likes, going toilet, tape and standing at ground and came to the class after around 

ten minutes of the bell ring. So, only few students were done their work on time. But 

at the 4
th

 and 5
th

 observations, researcher found that students of experimental group 

were so much punctual on their work. They did their class work faster than the 

expectation of teacher to get red star. When the teacher entered the classroom, they all 

were ready to study. But this changes was not found in the students of control group.  

 The above result indicated that psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward 

made the students more punctuation for their work.  
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Student’s Work Habit 

 The majority of students have to develop good work habits to perform well 

academically. Since academic improvements may take a while to materiailize, it may 

be useful to measure student's work habit in the shorter term as one way to determine 

whether students are on track toward improving their achievement. Expect to see the 

improvement in students, students' work habit may be baseline. A segment of students 

with extremely poor work habits may not make marked improvement. In this study, 

researcher had observed the work habits of students such as working co-operatively, 

seeks help, tries new activities, clean work space etc. Researcher had also asked the 

open-ended questions related to this heading. Regarding the responses of questions 4 

and 5, all out of seventeen students argued for having a like to get red star. None of 

them were found not to like to get red star. Similarly in responses of why questions, 

they had given different responses. One of the respondent said, "Yes, I like to get red 

star because it always encourage and motivate me to do more good works." Similarly, 

another respondent said, "Yes, I like to get red star because it inspires me to do my 

work." Most of the students answered that they had done their classwork and 

homework daily to get red star. Same as in responses, students had done their work in 

similar manner.  

 From the data obtained from the checklist for observing work habits (given in 

appendix F), the students from experimental group were doing work being so much 

interested than the students of control group. They work co-operatively to each other 

and shared materials likes scale, pencil etc while doing their classwork. Experimental 

group gave much better performance than control group. i.e. they clearly and correctly 

completed their work. During the time of learning, students of control group made 
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more mistakes and they never tried to do new activities. Students of control group 

were lazy to do their homework and classwork. Only few students were completed 

their work. After the lesson, the students of experimental group asked for the next 

day's lesson they have to study. They were more laborious and competitive in their 

work to get red star from their teacher. But this types of work habits were not 

appeared in the students of control group.  

From all the above informations what we can infer is students always welcome 

the reward given to them by their teacher at the time of teaching learning which helps 

to enhance their learning. If the students feel unhappy at the time of learning, it is sure 

that our teaching learning process goes in vain. So in order to make teaching learning 

process fruitful, achieving the objectives of the curriculum, reward is seen as a most 

important factor to be introduced. From all the data obtained during the experiment, 

researcher came to the conclusion that reward is one of such thing that helps to 

motivate students towards their learning creating interest, curiosity and feeling of 

competition if it is introduced properly.  
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Chapter V 

SUMMARY, FINDING, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Summary 

Reward is an important tool in teaching learning process. It plays vital role to 

achieve the goals and objectives. To examine the role of reward on mathematics 

achievement, the researcher selected the topic “Effectiveness of reward on 

mathematics achievement of grade three students”. The research had intended to 

answer the question that do the students of grade III taught by using reward have 

better achievement than that of not using reward and For this purpose, the researcher 

developed two achievement test papers for grade III students on the basis of 

mathematics curriculum. Also, students involvement, activities, punctuation, work 

habit during experimental period were analized.  

A pre-test post-test nonequivalent group design was adopted for this study 

Grade III students from Shree Manakamana Primary and Shree Bachchala Devi 

Primary were selected for sample. The t-test was applied in order to ascertain the 

difference between achievement scores of two groups. The researcher herself taught 

the selected units to both experimental and control groups. The instructional period 

was three weeks. Open ended questions were asked to the students of experimental 

group at the final stage of experimentation and both groups were observed at some 

lessons of the instructional period. Then the obtained data were analyzed and 

interpreted. 

Findings of the Study 
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The statistical analysis of data obtained from the pre-test and post-test scores 

and informations from open-ended interview for the students of experimental group 

and observation of students' involvement, punctuation, activities and work habits of 

both experimental and control groups indicated the following findings of the study. 

The statistical analysis of the data and informations from interview and observation 

indicated the following finding of the study. 

 The experimental and control groups were found almost similar on the 

basis of the pre-test result because the mean difference in their 

achievement scores was not found significant at 0.05 level of 

significance. 

 The mean achievement scores in mathematics of experimental group 

were found better than control group on post-test. The mean difference 

in their achievement scores was significant at 0.05 level of significance 

i.e.  the psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward plays effective 

role to increase students' achievement scores. 

 The  mean achievement score of control group on post test was greater 

than mean achievement score on pre-test by 2.40. There were no vast 

difference between the mean achievement score of control group on 

pre-test and post-test. It may cause of teacher qualification, teaching 

method etc.  

 The mean achievement score of experimental group on post test was 

increased by 7.76 than the mean achievement score on pre-test. The 

difference between the mean achievement scores of experimental 
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group on pre-test and post-test was large. So, it is clearly indicates that 

the mean score of experimental group is increased due to the 

manipulation of psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward.  

 Psycho-symbolic reward helped to increase mathematics achievement 

scores for grade three students.  

 Practice of reward was found to create the positive consequences such 

as increasing students' involvement, punctuation and appropriate 

changes in students' activities and work habits.  

Conclusion of the Study 

Based on this study, researcher has withdrawn the conclusion. Good 

application of reward would help in motivating students toward teaching/learning 

activities and restoring greater confidence in the classroom. Rewards constitute part of 

learning enterprise when they help individuals attend to the short and long term goals 

that drive the students' learning. Teachers can offer different form of reward system to 

his/her students such as praise, token reward, tangible reward, symbolic reward etc. It 

is recognized that psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward are especially valuable 

at the earliest ages to help students attain the habit of deferring gratification. Teachers 

may use psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward to the students at primary level 

to motivate the students in learning activities.  

Recommendation for Implication 

From the conclusion, the researcher suggests the following recommendations. 

 Psycho-symbolic reward with verbal reward should be used to develop 

the mathematical ideas and concepts. 
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 Students should be encouraged to get involved in active participation 

in the classroom activities. 

 Mathematics teacher should be encouraged to use psycho-symbolic 

reward in mathematics teaching at primary level. 

 Mathematics teacher should have good knowledge about different 

psychological theories and rewards. 

 Different seminars, conferences and training institutes should focus on 

reward so that its uses in classroom will be more effective. 

 The mathematics teacher should be taken him/herself as a good 

manager and a guide in teaching mathematics. 

Areas for Further Study 

On the basis of the study, the following suggestions have been given for further study. 

 There is a need of this type of research to be carried out in other 

districts where students have low achievement in mathematics.  

 There is a need to research about how the teachers carryout reward 

strategies in various school setting. This will give detailed picture of 

the adaptation of a strategy to various situation.  

 It is suggested to carry out the same study on achievement of students 

in other subjects. 
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Appendix A 

Achievement Test Paper for Pre-test, Mathematics, Grade III 

 k"0ff{ª\s M %) 

 ;do M ! 306f #) ldg]6 

7Ls pQ/df lrGx -√_ nufpm .                          -!)×!Ö!)_ 

!=  tnsf] lrqdf sltj6f l;wf /]vfx¿ 5g\ < 

-s_ @ j6f -v_ # j6f 

 -u_ $ j6f -3_ % j6f 

@=  tnsf] dWo] ;a} eGbf ;fgf] ;ª\Vof s'g xf] < 

 -s_ *$ -v_ #* 

 -u_ $^  -3_ ^$ 

#=  Ps xKtfdf slt lbgx¿ x'G5g\ < 

 -s_ & lbg -v_ !& lbg 

 -u_ ^ lbg -3_ * lbg 

$=  ;ª\Vofx¿ (, &, %, * nfO{ ;fgf]b]lv 7"nf] qmddf ldnfpFbf s'g 7Ls x'G5 < 

 -s_ (, *, &, % -v_ (, &, *, % 

 -u_ (, %, &, * -3_ (, %, *, & 

%=  ltdL;Fu % j6f sfkLx¿ 5g\ . c? # j6f sfkLx¿ ylk lbP sltj6f sfkL  

xf]nfg\ < 

 -s_ % j6f -v_ # j6f 

 -u_ * j6f -3_ @ j6f 

^=  Pp6f 6f]s/Ldf !) j6f :ofpx¿ lyP . % j6f :ofp vfOof] eg] ca slt j6f 

afFsL /xnfg\ < 

 -s_ $ j6f -v_ % j6f 
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 -u_ ^ j6f -3_ * j6f 

&=  tnsf] vfnL 7fpFdf s'g ;ª\Vof pko'Qm x'G5 < 

 * 

×# 

 -s_ !$ -v_ !* 

 -u_ @$  -3_ $@ 

*=  tn lbPsf] lrqdf 5fofF kf/]sf] efunfO{ leGgdf n]Vbf slt x'G5 < 

 

 -s_ !÷@ -v_ !÷# 

 -u_ !÷$ -3_ !÷% 

(=  jif{sf] kfFrf} dlxgf s'g xf] < 

 -s_ c;f/ -v_ ebf} 

 -u_ c;f]h -3_ d+l;/ 

!)=  Ps 306fdf slt ldg]6 x'G5 < 

 -s_ $) ldg]6 -v_ %) ldg]6 

 -u_ ^) ldg]6 -3_ &) ldg]6 

!!=  hf]8 u/ .          -*×@Ö!^_ 

  % ^ # & 

±@ ! $ @ 

!@=  36fp u/ . 

  * ^ $ @ 

–# ) @ ! 

!#=  Pp6f sndsf] d"No ?=!% k5{ eg] $ j6f sndsf] d"No slt k5{ < 

 

!$=  efu u/ . 

-s_ !*÷#Ö -v_ $*÷^Ö 
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!%=  ?k}ofFnfO{ k};fdf abn . 

 -s_ ?= % -v_ ?=( 

!^=  ;ft jif{df slt dlxgfx¿ x'G5g\ < 

 

!&=  b]jgfu/Ldf n]v . 

 -s_ @#* -v_ #*) 

 -u_ &(^ -3_ ()( 

!*=  hf]8f ldnfpm . 

 1  II 

 2  I 

 3  IV 

 4  III 

!(=  /fd;Fu #) ?k}ofF %) k};f 5 . olb p;n] Pp6f sfkL !% ?k}ofF @) k};fdf 

lsGof] eg] ca pm;Fu slt /sd afFsL /xG5 <    -^×$Ö@$_ 

 

@)=  tn lbOPsf cª\sx¿nfO{ cIf/df n]v . 

 -s_ %)# -v_ ^@% 

 -u_ @)% -3_ *$) 

@!=  tnsf] vfnL 7fpFdf '>', '<'  cyjf '=' lrGx nufpm . 

-s_ ^@!       ^*) -v_ !$)    !$^ 

 -u_ #*$       @*$ -3_ &%)    &%) 

@@=  ltd|f] 3/df kfpg] rf/j6f lqe'hfsf/ j:t'x¿sf] gfd n]v . 

 

@#=  tn lbOPsf HofldtLo cfsf/x¿sf] gfd n]v . 

 -s_  -v_ 
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 -u_  -3_ 

@$=  Pp6f lqe'h / Pp6f ju{sf] lrq agfpm . 
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Appendix B 

Split Half Reliability Calculation for Achievement Test-I (Pre-test) 

Students Odd Correct 

Responses (x) 

Even Correct 

Responses (y) 

XY X
2
 Y

2
 

1. 20 19 380 400 361 

2. 16 16 256 256 256 

3. 15 16 240 225 256 

4. 14 15 210 196 225 

5. 14 12 168 196 144 

6. 12 11 132 144 121 

7. 12 11 132 144 121 

8. 11 10 110 121 100 

9. 10 10 100 100 100 

10. 10 9 90 100 81 

11. 9 8 72 81 64 

12. 7 6 42 49 36 

Total 150 143 1932 2012 1865 

 

Reliability of Half Test (rxy) = 
   2222 YYNXXN

YXXYN




 

=0.97 

Reliability of the whole Test (rtt)=
12

12

1

2

r

r


 

    = 0.98 
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Appendix C 

b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=! 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)@ 

kf7 M /]vfv08       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M ¿n/ / o;sf] gfk    306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 lbOPsf] /]vfv08nfO{ ¿n/n] gfKg 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M l;Gsfx¿, ljleGg gfksf /]vfv08x¿ ePsf ˆnf; 

sf8{x¿, ¿n/ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

 ¿n/xsf] k|of]u ;DaGwL k"j{ 1fgsf] k/LIf0f ug{ ¿n/ bfofF / afofF 

lsgf/fdf n]lvPsf PsfOx¿ af/] 5nkmn ug]{ . ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ ¿n/ 

b]vfO{ To;df ePsf] OGr / ;]lG6ld6/ b]vfpg] / pgLx¿sf] ¿n/df 

klg OGr / ;]lG6ld6/ vf]Hg nufpg] . ;fy} ¿n/sf] ;]lG6ld6/lt/ 

slt;Ddsf ;ª\Vofx¿ n]lvPsf 5g\ ;f] klg vf]Hg nufpg] . 

 ca ¿n/n] s;/L gfKg'k5{ egL l;sfpg l;Gsfx¿nfO{ lj:tf/} ¿n/sf] 

;xfotfn] gfk]/ b]vfpg] clg To; af/]df 5nkmn  ug]{ . 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ ljleGg gfksf /]vfv08x¿ ePsf ˆnf; sf8{x¿ lbg] / 

pQm /]vfv08x¿ gfKg nufO{ 5nkmn ug]{ . 

-/]vfv08x¿ gfk]/ ;xL gfk eGg]nfO{ excellent, very good cflb eGb} cem gfKg 

nufpg] / gfKg ghfGg]nfO{ lj:tf/} cfkm"n] gfk]/ b]vfpFb} l;sfpg]_ 
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$=  d"Nofª\sg 

-s_  sfkLdf @ j6f /]vfv08x¿ lvr]/ gfk . 

-;xL pQ/ lbg]nfO{ sfkLdf red star agfO{ lbFb} excellent eGg] / sIff sfo{ 

gu/L a:g]nfO{ green fish lbO{ cfjZostfcg';f/ k[i7kf]if0f ;lxt red star 

kfpg k|f]T;fxg ug]{ ._ 

%=  u[xsfo{  

-s_  ltd|f] lstfasf] cEof; u df lbPsf /]vfv08x¿ ¿n/n] gfk / slt 

nfdf 5g\ n]v . 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=@ 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)# 

kf7 M /]vfv08       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M /]vfv08sf] gfds/0f / /rgf   306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 lbOPsf] /]vfv08sf] gfd n]Vg . 

 lbOPsf] gfksf /]vfv08x¿ lvRg 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M¿n/, /]vfv08x¿ agfPsf ˆnf;sf8{x¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-cl3Nnf] lbg lbPsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L To; dWo] ;a}eGbf pTs[i6 jf ;a} u[xsfo{ /]sf] / 

;a} ldnfPsf] 5fgL excellent eGb} sfkLdf red star agfO{ lbg] / c? ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ 

klg hfgsf/L u/fpFb} To:t} /fd|f] sfd ug{ k|]l/t ug]{, u[xsfo{ gug]{ ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ 

green fish lbFb} cfjZostfcg';f/ k[i7kf]if0f k|bfgug]{ . cf+lzs u[xsfo{ ug]{ / u[xsfo{ 

gldnfpg] ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ ;f]xL cg'?k red fish / green star lbg] ._ 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ /]vfv08 lvlrPsf] ˆnf;sf8{ b]vfpFb} /]vfv08sf] afofF / 

bfofFsf ljGb'x¿sf] gfd eGg nufpg] . 

oxfF /]vfv08sf] ljGb' 

A / ljGb' B hf]8]sf] x'gfn] o;sf] gfd /]vfv08 AB x'G5 egL atfpg] . ;fy} 

o;nfO{ ;ª\s]tdf ABn]lvG5 egL atfpg] / c? ˆnf; sf8{df lvlrPsf 

/]vfv08x¿ b]vfpFb} gfd eGg nufO{ 5nkmn ug]{ . 

   A    B 
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 ca /]vfv08sf] /rgf ug{ l;sfpg ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sfkLsf] aLrdf ¿n/ t];f]{ 

kf/]/ /fvL Pp6f xftn] c8\ofpg nufpg] / csf]{ xftn] ¿n/sf] 0 / 8 df 

Ps Ps j6f ljGb'x¿ agfpg nufpg] . ca tL b'O{ ljGb'x¿ l;wf /v]fn] 

hf]8\g nufO{ b'O{ 5]Psf ljGb'nfO{ A / B gfd lbg nufpg] . pQm /]vfv08 

8cm nfdf] aGof] egL atfpg] . o;}u/L c? ljleGg gfksf /]vfv08x¿ lvRg 

nufpg] / ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ ;d:of k/]df cfjZostfcg';f/ ;xof]u ug]{ . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg M tnsf /]vfv08x¿sf] gfd n]v . 

-s_     -v_      

 

-u_ 

-l56f] / ;xL pQ/ n]Vg] ljBfyL{nfO{ red star agfpFb} excellent eGb} k|z+;f ug]{, l9nf 

u/L ;xL pQ/ n]Vg]nfO{ red fish ;Fu} l56f] n]Vg k|]l/t ug]{, uNtL ug]{ ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ 

green star lbFb} k[i7kf]if0f k|bfg ug]{, sIff sfo{ gug]{nfO{ 7fpFd} uP/ green fish agfpFb} 

sIff sfo{ ug{ clek|]l/t ug]{ ._ 

%=  u[xsfo{  

-s_  ¿n/sf] k|of]u u/L lgDg gfk ePsf /]vfv08x¿ lvr . 

-s_ AB = 6 cm -v_ CD = 7cm 

-u_ PG = 8cm  -3_ EF = 5cm  

   A    B   D    Q 

   X    Y 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=# 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)$ 

kf7 M /]vfv08       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M sf]0fsf] wf/0ff / gfds/0f   306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 sf]0fsf] kl/efiff atfpg 

 sf]0fsf] gfds/0f ug{ 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M38L, sf]0fsf] lrq agfPsf] ˆnf; sf8{ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-cl3Nnf] lbg lbPsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L To; dWo] ;a} ldnfpg] / k"/f ug]{nfO{ excellent eGb} 

red star agfO{ lbg], cf+lzs u[xsfo{ ug]{nfO{ qmdzM red fish, green star agfpFb} red 

star kfpg k"/f u[xsfo{ gug]{ jf yf]/} dfq ug]{nfO{ green fish lbO{ ldlxg]t u/ eGb} 

u[xsfo{ ug{ k|f]T;fxg ug]{ ._ 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ 38Lsf] ldg]6 ;'O{ / 306f ;'O{sf] km6\6fO b]vfpg] / tL 

;'O{x¿sf] km6\6fOnfO{ ltgLx¿ aLrsf] sf]0f elgG5 egL atfpg] / 

sf]0fsf] kl/efiffsf] af/]df 5nkmn  ug]{ .  

 b'O{ j6f /]vfv08x¿ s'g} Pp6f ljGb'df ldNbf sf]0f aGb5 egL 

;f/f+zdf atfpg] . 

 ca ˆnf; sf8{df agfPsf] sf]0fsf] lrq b]vfpFb} sf]0fsf] gfds/0f ug{ 

l;sfpg] . 
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oxfF, b'O{ e'hfx¿ AB / BC hf]8\g] ;femf ljGb' B xf] To;nfO{ zLif{ljGb'  

elgG5 . o; sf]0fsf] gfd <ABC xf] egL atfpg] . o;/L g} c? sf]0fsf] lrq b]vfO{ 

gfds/0f ug{ nufpg] . 

 

 

o; sf]0fsf] gfd <ABC xf] egL atfpg] . o;/L g} c? sf]0fsf] lrq b]vfO{ 

gfds/0f ug{nufpg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg 

 sf]0fsf] kl/efiff n]v . 

-l56f] / ;xL sfo{ ug]{nfO{ excellent sf ;fy red star lbg], c?nfO{ klg red star kfpg 

k|f]T;fxg ug]{ ._ 

%=  u[xsfo{ M ltd|f] ul0ft lstfasf] cEof; ! / @ u/]/ Nofpm . 

A 

B C 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=$ 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)^ 

kf7 M sf]0f       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M sf]0fx¿sf] t'ngf    306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 km6\6fOsf] cfwf/df ;fgf] sf]0f / 7"nf] sf]0f 5'6\ofpg . 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ Msf]0fsf] lrq sf]l/Psf] ˆnf; sf8{x¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-cl3Nnf] lbg lbPsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L /fd|f / ;xL ug]{nfO{ :ofaf;, /fd|f] u¥of] eGb} skLdf 

red star agfP/ c? ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ klg b]vfO{ lbg], cf+lzs u[xsfo{ ug]{nfO{ ;f]xL 

cg'?k red fish / green star lbFb} /fd|f] u/ red star kfpF5f}+ eGb} xf};nf lbg] / u[xsfo{ 

gldnfpg] / yf]/} dfq ug]{ jf u[xsfo{ gug]{ ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ green fish lbFb} red star 

lbG5' ca /fd|f] u/ egL clek|]l/t ug]{ ._ 

 cl3Nnf] lbg k9fPsf] kf7sf] k'gM :d/0f u/fpFb} ˆnf; sf8{df agfPsf] 

sf]0fx¿ b]vfpg] / w]/} kml6\6Psf] sf]0fnfO{ 7"nf] sf]0f / yf]/} kml6\6Psf] 

sf]0fnfO{ ;fgf] sf]0f elgG5 egL atfpg] . 

 

 

 

 ca, ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ b'O{j6f sf]0fx¿ sfnf]kf6Ldf agfP/ s'g 7"nf] sf]0f 

xf] s'g ;fgf] sf]0f xf] egL 5nkmn ug]{ . kfn} kfnf] ;fgf] / 7"nf] 

sf]0fx¿ 5'6\ofpg nufpg] / sf]0fsf] gfd /fd|/L eGg ghfGg]nfO{ 

cfkm"n] atfO{ lbg] . o;/L lrq b]vfpFb} lj:t[t 5nkmn u/fpg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg 

%=  u[xsfo{ M cEof; ! u/]/ Nofpm . 

A 

B C 
Y Z 

X 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+= % 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)& 

kf7 M sf]0f       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M sf]0fsf] /rgf     306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 sf]0fsf] lrq agfO{ gfds/0f ug{ 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M¿n/, b}lgs k|of]u ul/g] ;fdu|Lx¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-ljBfyLx¿nfO{ cl3Nnf] lbg lbPsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L cem} ;a}nfO{ red star kfpg k|f]T;fxg 

u/fpg] ._ 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sf]0fsf] kl/efiff, gfd, 7"nf] sf]0f, ;fgf] sf]0f cflbsf] 

af/]df k'gM Psk6s :d/0f u/fpFb} cfkm}F sf]0fsf] lrq agfO{ gfds/0f 

ug{ l;sfpg] . 

 cfkm"n] sfnf]kf6Ldf Pp6f ljGb' A af6 csf]{ ljGb' B ;Dd /]vfv08 

lvRb} ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ klg sfkLdf agfpg nufpg] / A af6 k'gM csf]{ 

/]vfv08 ljGb' C ;Dd lvRg nufpg] . ca sf]0f ABC aGof] egL 

atfpg] . 

 

 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ <PQR agfpm eg]/ lbPsf] 5 eg] klxnf ljGb' lrGx 

nufpg] / To;kl5 R ;Dd /]vfv08 sf]g]{ / ;f]xL ljGb' Q af6 csf]{ 

/]vfv08 ljGb' P ;Dd klg tfGg] egL qmd};Fu l;sfpg] . 

C 

A B 
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 o;/L ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sf]0fsf] lrq agfpg / gfds/0f ldnfP/ ug{ 

l;sfpg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg 

Pp6f sf]0fsf] lrq agfpm / Tof] eGbf 7"nf] / ;fgf] Ps–Ps j6f sf]0fsf] lrq 

agfpm . 

-sIff sfo{ l56f] / ;xL ug]{ ljBfyL{x¿nfO{Psbd /fd|f] 5 eGb} red star agfP/ ;a}nfO{ 

b]vfO{ lbg], c? ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ klg u[xsfo{sf] :t/cg';f/ reward lbO{ sIffdf slt 

hgfn] red star kfof] < slt hgfn] red fish, sltn] green star / green fish kfpg] slt 

hgf eP egL hfgsf/L u/fpFb} green fish kfpg]nfO{ red star kfpg clek|]l/t ug]{ ._ 

%=  u[xsfo{ M cEof; @ u/]/ Nofpm . 

P Q 

R 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=^ 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)* 

kf7 M lqe'h       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M lqe'h / o;sf efux¿    306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 lqe'hsf] kl/efiff atfpg . 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M;nfO{sf sfF6Lx¿, l;Gsfx¿ . 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-cl3Nnf] lbgsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L ;bf em}+ reward lbg] / ;a}nfO{ ;s];Dd red star kfpg 

k|f]T;fxg ug]{ ._ 

 ltgj6f ;nfO{sf sfF6Lx¿nfO{ hf]8]/ ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ lqe'hsf] cjwf/0ff 

lbg] . lrqdf sltj6f ;nfO{sf sfF6Lx¿ 5g\, slt j6f s'gfx¿ 5g\ / 

sltj6f sf]0fx¿ 5g\ < To;af/]df qmd};Fu 5nkmn ug]{ . 

ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ k|Zg ug]{ / ;xL pQ/ lbg]nfO{ excellent, verygood eGb} 

cem} k9fO{lt/ Wofgfsif{0f u/fpg] . 

 

 

 lqe'hsf ltgj6f e'hfx¿, ltgj6f s'gfx¿ / ltgj6f sf]0fx¿ x'G5 

egL atfpg] / l;Gsfx¿ lbP/ lqe'hsf] cfsf/ agfpg nufpg] . 

ltgj6f e'hfx¿ ldn]/ ag]sf] aGb lrqnfO{ lqe'hg elgG5 egL atfO{ 

lbg] . 

 lqe'hsf] af/]df ljBfyL{x¿;Fu cem} w]/} 5nkmn ug]{ . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg 

%=  u[xsfo{ M lqe'hsf] kl/efiff n]v]/ Nofpm . 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=& 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷)( 

kf7 M lqe'h       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M lqe'hsf] gfds/0f    306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd x'g]5g\ M 

 lbPsf] lqe'hsf] gfds/0f ug{ 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ Mlqe'hsf] lrq agfPsf] ˆnf; sf8{x¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ cl3Nnf] lbgsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L w]/} /fd|f] ug]{nfO{ cem} @ j6f red star 

agfO{ lbg] / green fish kfpg]nfO{ /fd|/L ;DemfP/ u[xsfo{ ug{ pTk|]l/t ug]{ ._ 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ lqe'hsf] kl/efiff k'gM :d/0f u/fpg] . ˆnf; sf8{df 

agfOPsf] lqe'hsf] lrq b]vfO{ lrqdf sltj6f s'gfx¿ 5g\ / tL 

s'gfx¿sf] gfd eGg nufpg] . 

 

 

 

 lrqdf A, B / C 5g\ logLx¿nfO{ zLif{ljGb' elgG5 . lqe'hsf] 

gfds/0f ubf{ s'gfx¿df ePsf cIf/x¿nfO{ qmdzM n]lvG5 . lrqdf 

ePsf] lqe'hsf] gfd ABC x'G5 . hxfF '' sf] cy{ lqe'h x'G5 . 

o;nfO{BAC / CAB klg n]Vg ;lsG5 egL atfpg] . 

 ˆnf; sf8{df ePsf lqe'hsf c? lrqx¿ b]vfpFb} ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ gfd 

eGg nufpg] / o;s} af/]df sIffdf lj:t[t 5nkmn ug]{ . lrq b]vfpFb} 

kfn}kfnf] lqe'hsf] gfds/0f ug{ nufpg] / ;xL pQ/ lbg]nfO{ 

excellent, very good cflb eGb} cem} xf};nf lbg] . gfds/0f ug{ 

ghfGg] ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ lj:tf/} l;sfO{ lbg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg 

A 

B C 
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%=  u[xsfo{ M cEof; ! u/]/ Nofpm . 

b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=* 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷!) 

kf7 M lqe'h       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M lqe'hsf] /rgf     306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd x'g]5g\ M 

 lqe'hsf] lrq agfpg / gfdfs/0f ug{ . 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M ¿n/, b}lgs k|of]u x'g] ;fdu|Lx¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-u[xsfo{ ;xL / /fd|/L u/]sf ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ :ofaf;, Psbd /fd|f] 5 eGb} red star yKb} 

hfg] / klxnfeGbf /fd|f] u/]sf ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ klg very good, /fd|f] u¥of}+ eGb} ca 

cem /fd|f] u/ red star agfO{ lbG5' eGb} k|f]T;fxg ug]{, u[xsfo{ k"/f gug]{nfO{ 

;fyLx¿nfO{ b]vfP/ ltdL klg o;/L u/ red star kfpF5f}+ eGb} clek|]l/t ug]{ ._ 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ lqe'hsf] /rgf ug{ l;sfpg sfnf]kf6Ldf ltgj6f 

ljGb'x¿ A, B / C agfpg nufpg] / tL ltgj6f ljGb'x¿ ¿n/n] 

qmd};Fu hf]8\g] . o;/L ag]sf] lrqnfO{ lqe'h elgG5 egL atfpg] . 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sfkLdf ltgj6f ljGb'x¿ lrGx nufO{ ¿n/sf] ;xfotfn] 

qmd};Fu hf]8L lqe'h agfpg nufpg] . ghfGg] ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sfkLdf 

agfpg l;sfpg] . o:tf] cEof; cem} u/fpg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg M tnsf ljGb'x¿ qmd};Fu hf]8 / ag]sf lrqsf] gfd klg n]v . 

-s_      -v_ 

 

 

A 

B C 

X 

Y Z 
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-sIff sfo{sf] :t/ x]/L ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ red star, red fish, green star, green fish lbg], w]/} 

/fd|f] ug]{nfO{ ltg, rf/j6f red star ;d]t lbO{ sIffdf ;a}nfO{ hfgsf/L u/fO{ lbg] ._ 

%=  u[xsfo{ M cEof; @ / # u/]/ Nofpm . 

b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=( 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷!! 

kf7 M lqe'h       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M lqe'hsf] /rgf     306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd 

x'g]5g\ M 

 lqe'hsf] /rgf ug{ . 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M¿n/, b}lgs k|of]u x'g] ;fdu|Lx¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-cl3Nnf] lbgsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L ;bf em}+ reward lbg] / ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ cem} /fd|f] ug{ 

clek|]l/t ug]{ ._ 

 cl3Nnf] lbg k7fPsf] kf7sf] k'gM :d/0f u/fpFb} ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ ;f]xL 

cEof; u/fO{ lqe'hsf] /rgf ug{ cem} ;Ifd agfpg] . o;sf nflu 

sfnf]kf6Ldf ABC agfpm eg]sf] 5 eg] ca s;/L lqe'h agfpF5f}+ 

egL k|Zg u/L ;f]Wg] / pgLx¿sf] lbPsf] pQ/df 5nkmn u/L cfkm"n] 

klg sfnf]kf6Ldf klxnf /]vfv08 AB sf]g]{ To;kl5 ljGb' B af6 ljGb' 

C ;Dd csf]{ /]vfv08 sf]g]{ / ;f]xL ljGb' A af6 ljGb' C ;Dd /]vfv08 

sf]g]{, ca lqe'h ABC aGof] egL atfpg] . ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ pgLx¿sf] 

sfkLdf klg To;}u/L lqe'h agfpg nufpg] . 
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 lqe'hsf] :ki6 / ;xL /rgf ug{ ghfGg] ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ cfkm}F uP/ 

pgLx¿sf] sfkLdf lqe'h agfO{ lbg] / lj:tf/} cfkm}F lqe'h agfpg 

nufpg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg M km/s–km/s gfksf rf/j6f lqe'hx¿agfO{ gfds/0f u/ . 

-ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sIff sfo{df a9L ;lqmo u/fpFb} lqe'hsf] lrq agfpg clek|]l/t ug]{, 

;xL / l56f] 5l/tf] sIff sfo{ ;Sg] ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ :t/ x]/L ltg, rf/j6f red star 

agfpFb} xfF;]/ :ofaf;, /fd|f] 5 eGg], c? ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ klg To;}u/L sIff sfo{ ug{ 

k|f]T;fxg ug]{ / cfjZos k[i7kf]if0f ;d]t lbg] ._ 

%=  u[xsfo{ M cEof; $ / % u/]/ Nofpm . 
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b}lgs kf7of]hgf g+=!) 

ljBfnosf] gfd M >L dgsfdgf k|fylds ljBfno 

ljifo M d]/f] ul0ft      ldlt M @)&@÷)#÷!# 

kf7 M rt'e{'h       sIff M # 

kf7 zLif{s M rt'e'{h / o;sf ljleGg efux¿  306L M t];|f] 

        ;do M $% ldg]6 

!=  ljlzi6 p2]Zox¿ M o; kf7sf] cGtdf ljBfyL{x¿ lgDg lnlvt sfo{ ug{ ;Ifd x'g]5g\ M 

 rt'e{'hsf] kl/efiff atfpg . 

@=  z}lIfs ;fdu|Lx¿ M;nfO{sf] sfF6Lx¿, l;Gsfx¿ 

#=  lzIf0f l;sfO lqmofsnfk M 

-cl3Nnf] lbg lbPsf] u[xsfo{ x]/L cfjZostf cg'?k red star, red fish, green star / 

green fish lbg] / ;a}nfO{red star kfpg k|f]T;fxg ug]{ ._ 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ rt'e'{hsf] wf/0ff l;sfpg rf/ j6f ;nfO{sf sfF6Lx¿ 

hf]8]/ km/s–km/s cfsf/sf rf/s'g] lrqx¿ agfO{ 5nkmn ug]{ . 

 

 

 

ca lrqdf slt j6f e'hfx¿, sf]0fx¿ / zLif{ljGb'x¿ 5g\ egL 

5nkmn ug]{ . 

 rf/j6f e'hfx¿ ldn]/ ag]sf] aGb lrqnfO{ rt'e'{h elgG5 egL 

atfpg] . 

 ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ rf/j6f l;Gsfx¿ lbP/ rf/s'g] lrqx¿ agfpg nufO{ 

;fyLx¿;Fu 5nkmn ug{ nufpg] . 

$=  d"Nofª\sg M rt'e'{hsf] kl/efiff n]v . 

-;a}eGbf l56f] / ;xL pQ/ n]Vg]nfO{ red star lbg] / c?nfO{ klg sIff sfo{sf] :t/ 

x]/L reward lbFb} l56f] / ;xL pQ/ n]Vg k|f]T;fxg ug]{ ._ 
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%=  u[xsfo{ M  

Appendix D 

Achievement Test Paper for Post-test, Mathematics, Grade III 

 k"0ff{ª\s M %) 

 ;do M ! 306f #) ldg]6 

7Ls pQ/df lrGx -√_ nufpm .          -!)×!Ö!)_ 

!=  tnsf] /]vfv08sf] gfd s] xf] < 

 

 -s_ /]vfv08A -v_ /]vfv08 B 

 -u_ /]vfv08AB -3_ /]vfv08 AA 

@=  tn lbOPsf] lrqdf sltj6f sf]0f ag]sf 5g\ < 

 

 

 -s_ ! j6f -v_ @ j6f 

 -u_ # j6f -3_ $ j6f 

#=  Pp6f sf]0f aGg sltj6f /]vfx¿ rflxG5 < 

 -s_ ! j6f -v_ @ j6f 

 -u_ # j6f -3_ $ j6f 

$=  lrqdf ljGb' QnfO{ s] elgG5 < 

 

 

 -s_ /]vfv08 -v_ e'hf 

   A    B 

A 

B C 

P 

Q R 
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 -u_ ljGb' -3_ zLif{ljGb' 

%=  lqe'hdf slt j6f s'gfx¿ x'G5g\ < 

 -s_ @ j6f -v_ # j6f 

 -u_ $ j6f  -3_ % j6f 

^=  Pp6f lqe'hdf sltj6f sf]0fx¿ x'G5g\ < 

 -s_ ! j6f  -v_ @ j6f 

 -u_ # j6f -3_ $ j6f 

&=  tn lbOPsf] lrqdf sltj6f e'hfx¿ 5g\ < 

 

 -s_ @ j6f -v_ # j6f 

 -u_ $ j6f -3_ 5 j6f 

*= tn lbOPsf] rt'e'{hsf] gfd s] xf] < 

 

 

 -s_ rt'e'{h PQRS -v_ rt'e'{h PRQS 

 -u_ rt'e'{h SRPQ -3_ rt'e'{h QSPR 

(=  5fofF kfl/Psf] efusf] cfsf/ s:tf] 5 < 

 

 

 -s_ lqe'h -v_ uf]nf 

 -u_ rt'e'{h -3_ a]ngf 

!)=  tnsf] lrqdf sltj6f sf]0fx¿ 5g\ < 

 

R 

Q 

S 

P 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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 -s_ $ j6f -v_ % j6f 

 -u_ ^ j6f -3_ & j6f 

!!=  ¿n/sf] k|of]u u/L AB = 6cm sf] gfk ePsf] /]vfv08 lvr .-*×@Ö!^_ 

 

!@=  tnsf lrqx¿df ag]sf] sf]0fx¿sf] gfd n]v . 

 -s_  -v_  

  

!#=  tnsf hf]8f lrqdf 7"nf] sf]0f s'g xf] < 

 

 

!$=  bfofFsf] lrqdf sltj6f s'gfx¿ 5g\ < ltgLx¿sf] gfd klg n]v . 

 

 

!%=  tnsf] ljGb'x¿ qmd};Fu hf]8 / ag]sf] lrqsf] gfd n]v . 

 

 

 

!^=  rt'e'{h eg]sf] s] xf] < 

!&=  rt'e'{hdf sltj6f e'hf, zLif{ljGb' / sf]0fx¿ x'G5g\ < 

!*=  lqe'hsf sltj6f e'hf, zLif{ljGb' / sf]0fx¿ x'G5g\ < 

 

P 

Q R 
Y Z 

X 

A 

B 

C 
Z 

P 

Q 

A 

B C 

P 

Q R 
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!(=  tnsf] lrqdf ePsf /]vfv08x¿sf] gfd n]v .              -^×$Ö@$_ 

 

 

@)=  Pp6f sf]0fsf] lrq agfpm / gfd klg n]v . 

 

@!=  sfkLdf km/s–km/s gfksf b'O{j6f lqe'hx¿ agfO{ gfds/0f u/ . 

 

@@=  bfofFsf] lrqdf ePsf zLif{ljGb', sf]0f / e'hfx¿sf] gfd n]v . 

 

 

 

@#=  tnsf k|To]s rt'e'{hsf] gfd n]v . 

 -s_  -v_ 

 

 

@$=  sfkLdf rf/j6f ljGb'x¿ lrgf] nufpm . ¿n/sf] ;xfotfn] ljGb'x¿ qmdzM 

hf]8\bf ag]sf] lrqsf] gfd n]v . 

X 

Y Z 

R P 

Z 

R 

Q 

S 

P 

D C 

A B 
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Appendix E 

Split Half Reliability Calculation for Achievement Test-II (Post-test) 

Students Odd correct Responses 

(x) 

Even correct Responses 

(y) 

XY X
2
 Y

2
 

1. 20 20 400 400 400 

2. 19 20 380 361 400 

3. 18 19 342 324 361 

4. 18 17 306 324 289 

5. 17 15 255 289 225 

6. 16 14 224 256 196 

7. 14 11 154 196 121 

8. 13 10 130 169 100 

9. 10 10 90 81 100 

10. 9 10 90 81 100 

11. 9 9 81 81 81 

12. 8 8 64 64 64 

Total 171 163 2526 1645 2437 

 

Reliability of the half Test (rxy) =
   2222 YYNXXN

YXXYN




 

    =0.94 

Reliability of the whole Test (rtt)=
12

12

1

2

r

r


 

    = 0.96 
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Appendix F 

Frequency Table of Student's Involvement 

Observations Present students Absent students Total students 

E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. 

1 14 14 3 1 17 15 

2 16 15 1  17 15 

3 17 12  3 17 15 

4 17 10  5 17 15 

5 17 11  4 17 15 

 

Frequency Table of Checklist for Task Behaviour  

Obsevations On Task Off Task Total Students Note 

E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. 

1 8 8 6 6 14 14 3 absent in E.G. 

2 10 8 6 7 16 15 1 absent in E.G. 

3 15 6 2 6 17 12 3 absent in C.G. 

4 16 4 1 6 17 10 5 absent in C.G. 

5 16 6 1 5 17 11 4 absent in C.G. 

 

Freqency Table of Rating Form of Class Activities  

Items Always Most often Seldom Rarely or 

Never 

Total days 

E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. 

1. Expain 

well 

  3   2 5  5 

days 

5 

days 

2. Keeps to 

topic 

3  2 1  4   5 

days 

5 

days 

3. Gossiping 

or 

murmuring 

   5   5  5 

days 

5 

days 

4. Listen to 

other 

  5   5   5 

days 

5 

days 

5. Takes an 

active part 

5     5   5 

days 

5 

days 

6. Ask good 

questions 

  5   5   5 

days 

5 

days 
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7. Seeks 

conclusion 

  5     5 5 

days 

5 

days 

 

Frequency Table of Checklist for Observing Work Habits (to be marked yes/no) 

Items Yes No Total days 

E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. E.G. C.G. 

1. Seeks help when needed 5 3  2 5 days 5 days 

2. Work co-operatively with others 3 1 2 4 5 days 5 days 

3. Wait turn in using materials 3  2 5 5 days 5 days 

4. Shares mateirals with others 5 3  2 5 days 5 days 

5. Tries new activities 4 2 1 3 5 days 5 days 

6. Clean work space 5 2  3 5 days 5 days 

where, E.G. = Experiemental Group, C.G. = Control Group 
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Appendix G 

Open-Ended Questions for Grade III Students 

 

1.  Do you like to come school regularly to get red star?  

2.  Do you complete your class work on time to get red star?  

3.  How do you feel when you get red star from your teacher?  

4.  Do you like to get red star? Why?  

5.  What do you do to get red star?  
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APPENDIX-H 

Pre-test Scores of Students of Experimental and Control Group 

(Obtained Scores Arranged in Descending Order) 

S.N. Experimental Control Group Score 

Score Frequency Score Frequency 

1. 42 1 41 1 

2. 38 2 38 1 

3. 36 2 37 1 

4. 33 1 35 2 

5. 32 2 32 2 

6. 31 2 29 2 

7. 30 2 29 2 

8. 28 2 28 2 

9. 26 1 26 1 

10. 24 1 24 1 

11. 21 1 23 1 

Total students 17  15  

Mean 31.53  31.13  

Variance 27.30  25.59  

S.D. 5.22  5.06  
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APPENDIX-I 

Post-test Scores of Students of Experimental and Control Group  

(Obtained Scores Arranged in Descending Order) 

S.N. Experimental Control Group Score 

Score Frequency Score Frequency 

1. 45 1 40 1 

2. 44 2 38 2 

3. 43 2 36 2 

4. 41 2 35 2 

5. 40 2 33 1 

6. 39 2 32 2 

7. 38 1 31 2 

8. 37 2 29 2 

9. 34 1 28 1 

10. 33 1   

11. 30 1   

Total students 17  15  

Mean 39.29  33.53  

Variance 16.32  12.51  

S.D. 4.04  3.54  
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Formula Section 

Statistical Formula used for Data Analysis 

S.N. Subject Notation  Formula 

1. Mean  ( x ) 

N

fx
 

Where,  

x = random score  

f = frequency  

N = total students  

2. Variance (S
2
) 22













N

fd

N

fd
 

3. Standard 

Deviation 

S.D 22













N

fd

N

fd
 

4. Pearson's 

correlation 

coefficient 

rxy 

   2222 YYNXXN

YXXYN




 

Where, x and y are paired scores  

N=number of students  

5. Spearman Brown 

Split Half 

Reliability 

rtt 

12

12

1

.2

r

r


 

6. Pooled variance Sp
2
 

2NN

1)S(NS1)(N

21

2
22

2
11




 

7. t-test (t) 

















2121

2
22

2
11

21

N

1

N

1

2NN

1)S(NS1)(N

XX
Where,  

X1 = Mean score of the experimental group  

x = Mean score of the experimental group  

N1 = No. of students in experimental group  

N2 = No. of student in control group   
2
1S = variance of experimental group  
2
2S  =variance of control group  

 

 

 


